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Abstract 

Measured adsorption isotherms on parous glass, obtained experi
mentally at different temperatures, are used to calculate the specific 
surface area, using two different types of BET-equations. The first is 
the standard method assuming that the first formed adsorbed layer 
has a condensation heat different from 'normal' condensation heat. In 
the second test ed approach it is assumed that the two first layers have 
a special condensation heat. It will be shown that the specific surface 
differs mor e among the tested temperatures when using the one-layer 
method than with the two-layer approach. The use of the two-layer 
method is, further, motivated by experiments where the global re
sponse in terms of adsorption heat is measured with a sorption mi
crocalorimeter. Furthermare, the specific surface areas obtained using 
the one-layer method, are significantly higher than values obtained by 
the two-layer method. 

The dependency of the material constants e and b, introduced in 
the BET-theory, on the temperature are evaluated. A somewhat high 
increase of e, when increasing test temperature, was observed. This in
dieates that the energy involved in placing molecules on bare material 
surfaces is also changed with temperature. 

The proposed method of calculating the condensation heats for 
different adsorption layers, as given by the BET-theory, was shown to 
differ from the me asur ed values by a factor of approximately 2.5. The 
calorimetric measurements performed were therefore used to identify 
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material constants, which in the normal BET-theory are most of ten 
explicitly assumed to be equal to unity. The experimentally obtained 
values of these constants differed very much from unity. 

In order to make the evaluation of the calorimetric measurements 
possible, a prediction of the distribution of molecules present in differ
ent layers must be performed. It tums out that equations describing 
such distributions can be derived directly from the basic assumptions 
introduced in the BET-theory. This derivation will be explained in de
tail. Furthermore, the background leading to the so-called Arrhenius 
factor is discussed. The discussion is conducted using the concept 
leading to the Bolzmann's distribution law. This is done since the 
Arrhenius factor is introduced in the main assumptions in the BET
theory. This leads to a concept which allows for the determination 
of condensation heats of molecules at surfaces once certain material 
constants have been given proper values. 

1 Introduction 

The sorption isotherms for porous Vycor glass were measured at four different 
temperatures, 11, 19, 25 and 37 degrees Celsius. The instrument used for 
measuring these isotherms was a sorption balance, DVS-1000, which is a 
symmetrically arranged balance with high precision. The relative humidity in 
the closed system of this instrument is obtained by mixing dry and saturated 
air, in desired proportions, using flow regulators. For the tests at 25°C both 
the sorption balance and a calorimetric approach were used to measure the 
sorption on porous glass. The method of evaluating the measured data given 
from the sorption microcalorimeter gives not only the sorption isotherm for 
the tested material but also the differential heat of sorption as a function of 
relative humidity. The information about how much heat involved in placing 
gas molecules on material surfaces becomes important when analyzing certain 
assumptions used in the well-known BET-theory. 

The specific surface areas were calculated from the measured sorption 
isotherms at 11, 19, 25 and 37 degrees Celsius. These area measures were 
obtained by using the assumptions included in the BET-theory. As long as 
the dependency of expansion of material and adsorbed gas is weakly related 
to temperature, the calculated specific surface areas for different tempera
tures used in the tests are expected to be almost constant. The obtained 
sorption isotherms together with the 'best' fitted BET-equation, however, 
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gave a specific surface area at 37°C that was approximately 10% higher than 
the calculated specific surface area at 11 °C. These results were obtained when 
using only two fitting parameters in the BET-equation, meaning that only 
molecules being adsorbed directly onto the 'bare' material surface have a 
heat of sorption different from normal condensation heat. This type of BET
equation, with only two fitting parameters, will be referred to as the one-layer 
method. 

Further, an approach referred to as the two-layer method was studied, 
which is a BET-equation with three fitting parameters. The calculated spe
cific surface areas from this method was found to be significantly smaller 
than with the one-layer BET-equation. The case was that the surface area 
calculated at 37°C was approximately 5% higher than for lloC. The ques
tion, therefore, arises whether the prediction of the specific surface area was 
improved by using one more fitting parameter in the BET-equation or not. 
This can be examined by noting that certain terms in the BET-equation have 
a special me aning in terms of the heat involved in creating different discrete 
adsorption layers on material surfaces. The approach was to measure these 
heat affects using a calorimeter. The comparisons between the two different 
BET-equations and the measured data obtained from the calorimeter indi
cated that the second formed layer of adsorbed gas has a condensation heat 
different from the normal heat of condensation. Hence, it can be concluded 
that the two-layer BET-equation is a more adequate approximation than the 
one-layer approach. Further, one can argue that the specific surface area 
calculated for this case is more likely to be closer to the 'true' specific sur
face area than the one obtained when using the concept behind the one-layer 
method. 

2 BET-Theory 

One of the basic assumptions of the BET -theory is that the net exchange 
of gas molecules and adsorbed gas between different discrete layers can be 
described by using an expression similar to the one given by Arrhenius. Since 
this expression includes heats, which can be associated with mass exchanges, 
it tums out that the condensation heat involved in creating different adsorbed 
layers on material surfaces can be predicted by making suitable assumptions. 
An attempt is made to measure these condensation heats. Therefore, it is 
important to study the concepts leading to the Arrhenius function which 
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will give a better understanding of the assumptions introduced in the BET
theory. 

The so-called Bolzmann's distribution law, e.g. see [1], which can be 
used to motivate the structure of the Arrhenius function, can more or less be 
derived from statical arguments. A case of an assembly of N molecules in a 
gas phase is studied. These molecules are assumed to be assigned to different 
discrete energy leveIs. The number of molecules present in each energy level 
is also of interest. A system of molecules can shift between different states. 
A state is, in this case, referred to a certain combination of the total number 
of molecules being distributed in the energy leveIs. The number of possible 
combinations n is called the complexion. It can be shown that the number 
of complexions is given as: n = N!/ (IIini!) , where N is the total number of 
molecules in assembly and ni is the number of molecules in the energy level i. 
The symbol IIi indicates that the term IIini! is the product of the ni! values 
for all considered leveIs. From the expression giving the complexions it can 
directly be concluded that in a case where all N molecules are in different 
energy levels one obtains n = N!, whereas, a case where all molecules except 
one are in, for example, the lowest energy level gives n = N. That is, when 
N is a somewhat large number the number of complexions differs greatly 
for the two situations examined above. Further, from the above example it 
can be seen that the number of complexions is large when the distribution 
of molecules, among all energy leveIs, is large. Moreover , a state leading 
to a high number of complexions will be more statistically probable than 
states with a smaller number of complexions. The derivation leading to 
Boltzmann's distribution law is based on finding the maximum value of n, 
since this represents the most probable state. The conclusions from such 
a derivation lead to an expression of the fr action of molecules present in 
a certain energy level, which is given as: ni/ N = e-{3ci / (2:i e-{3ci), where 
f3 is an arbitrary material constant and ei is the energy level containing 
ni molecules. The ratio between the numbers of molecules in two different 
energy levels ej and ei can, further, be expressed as: ni/nj = e-{3(Cj-ci). This 
relation states that the ratio of populations in two different energy levels 
depends on the energy difference e j - ei, through the material constant f3. 
If, for example, the energy levels ej and ei are very similar, i.e. ej ~ ei, an 
approximately equal number of molecules should be present in these leveIs. 

From experimental observations it is seen that many chemical reactions 
occur at a rate proportional to e-Ea/(R()) , where Ea is the so-called activation 
energy, R is the gas constant and e is the (absolute) temperature. The term 
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e-Ea/(R()) can be referred to as the Arrhenius factor. The similarities between 
the experimentally obtained relation including the term e-Ea/(R()) , describing 
the influence of temperature on reaction kinetics in a simple system, and the 
most probable ratio of populations in two different energy leveIs, given as 
ni/nj = e-{3(Cj-Ci), cannot be a coincidence. The analogy between the two 
relations is that the collision frequency among molecules in a certain vol
ume can be assumed to be proportional to the number of molecules present. 
Therefore, the fraction of collisions in two different energy states can be rep
resented by the ratio ni/nj, given by Bolzmann's distribution. Naturally, the 
collision frequency between molecules in different energy levels will very much 
determine the rate of an occurring re action between the same molecules. The 
BET-theory to be studied includes the assumption that the evaporation rate 
of molecules from adsorbed molecules (located in certain discrete layers) is 
proportional to the Arrhenius factor e-Ea/(R()). 

In the BET-theory, e.g. see [2] and [3], it is assumed that molecules in a 
vapor phase above a flat material surface can form only discrete layers. The 
surface area occupied by first layer clusters is denoted SI, the area occupied 
by two layers are denoted by S2 an so on. The bare surface area will be 
denoted SO' These areas will be changed when the relative vapor pressure 
above the surface is changed. 

The static condition of having an equal number of molecules entering the 
bare surface and molecules leaving the material surface is assumed in the 
BET-theory to be proportional to the surfaces So and SI' The condensation 
on bare surface and evaporation of molecules located at the surface are the 
only two processes affecting the area of material with no molecules attached 
to it. The rate of condensation of molecules onto the bare surface is assumed 
given as: alPSo, where al is a material constant and p is the pressure in 
the gas above material surface. In other words, it is a probable situation 
that the condensation rate increases when the pressure p and the area So 

are increased. The rate of evaporation of molecules located at the material 
surface is assumed given as: bl SI e-El/(R()) , where bl is a material constant, 
El is the energy associated with the sorption process of molecules located in 
the first layer, R is the gas constant and e the absolute temperature. The 
evaporation rate is, in other words, assumed to increase when the surface area 
SI, i.e. the area occupied by molecules located in first layer (with no other 
molecules on top of it), increases. Furthermore, this evaporation is assumed 
to increase with temperature according to the Arrhenius factor e-El/(R()). 

An equilibrium condition for the first layer molecules, contributing to a 
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change of the bare surface area So, is defined as a case in which the condensa
tion rate of molecules onto the bare surface, alPSo, and the evaporation rate 
of molecules located on the surface, b1sle-El/(RB), are equal, Le. 

(1) 

The processes involved in changing the area occupied by the first layer 
clusters include, (i) condensation on the bare surface, (ii) evaporation from 
the first layer, (iii) condensation on the first layer (making it belong to the 
second discrete layer) and (iv) evaporation from the second layer (making 
it travel back to the first discrete layer). The sum of these four static rate 
processes must be equal to zero at equilibrium. 

Assume the static condensation rate to form second layer clusters on first 
layers, to be proportional to the area occupied by first layer clusters SI and 
on the actual surrounding vapor pressure p, as a2pSl, where a2 is a constant 
not necessarily equal to al. The static condensation rate from the second 
layer is the assumption b2s 2e-E2 /(RB), where S2 is the actual surface area 
occupied by second layer clusters, b2 is a constant and E 2 is associated with 
the heat involved in forming the second layer only. The sum of the four 
static rates involved in the first layer, Le. involved in changing the value of 
SI, must be equal to zero. The rates as described in equation (1) and the 
above assumptions therefore give the equilibrium condition 

(2) 

By combining (1) and (2) one also obtains that 

(3) 

Proceeding with the same method of constituting static rates, affecting 
the area measures Si-l, one obtains the equilibrium conditions expressed in 
a general manner , as 

a -ps- - b_s_e-Ei/(RB). 
t t-l - t t , i = 1,2, ... ,00 (4) 

By summing the surface areas occupied by the different discrete clusters, 
having different numbers of layers, one obtains the total surface area occupied 
by the adsorbate, as 

00 

(5) 
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Further, the total volume of the adsorbed gas is 

00 

v = Vo L iSi 
i=O 

(6) 

where Vo represents the volume of adsorbate on the adsorbent surface per 
unit area of the material when covered by a complete unimolecular layer 
(this first complete layer is in tum partly covered by more layers). 

The ratio v/ (Avo ) is formed as 

00 

v v L: iSi 
i=O (7) --

Avo 
00 

Vm L: Si 
i=O 

where Vm = Avo represents the volume of adsorbed gas corresponding to a 
complete mono-Iayer. 

The standard BET-equation to be derived includes the assumption that 
only the molecules included in first formed layer have a condensation heat 
different from normal condensation. Assuming that E 2 = E3 = ... E i = EL, 
where EL is the heat of liquefaction, i.e. the condensation heat involved in 
creating discrete layers is the same for alllayers greater than one, assuming, 
further, that bda2 = b3 /a3 = ... bdai = g, where g is a constant, the following 
can be established 

(8) 

where (1) is used and where y = (adbl) peE1/(R()). Further, by using equation 
(3) one obtains 

(9) 

where x = (p/g) eEL/(R()). Noting also that Si = XSi-l holds for all i > 1, 
due to expression (4) and the simplifications described above. By combining 
such equations one can, for example, establish that S3 = XS2 = x 2 SI. More 
generally, for i > 1, one obtains the relations 

i-l i-l i 
Si = XSi-l = X SI = yx So = ex So (10) 

where e = y/x = ~e(El-EL)/(R()). That is, SI, S2, S3, ... Si can be expressed 
in terms of So by the constant e and different powers of x. 
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By using Si 

rewritten as 
cxiSo given from expression (10), equation (7) can be 

v 
00 . 

CSo I: ix~ 
i=l 

So (1 + e i~l Xi) 
(11) 

To be able to write the term v/vm as a function of X, one can, for example, 
assume that an infinite number of layers can be formed. In such a case the 
sums included in equation (11) converge, as 

and 

00 X 

LXi=--
i=l (l-x) 

00 ""'i X L....t'lX = 2 
i=l (l-x) 

(12) 

(13) 

That is, when assuming that an infinite number of layers can be formed, the 
term v/vm is a function of x given as 

v ex 
(14) 

(l-x)(l-x+ex) 

which was obtained by inserting equation (12) and (13) into (11). Equation 
(14) is the standard BET-equation. The main assumptions in deriving this 
equation were that the number of molecules in each layer remains constant 
at equilibrium and that an infinite number of layers can be formed. It can 
be concluded, however, that the sums shown in (12) and (13) converge some
what rapidly, making the assumption of an infinite number of layers formed 
justified for many materials. 

It will be shown later that x can be identified as the relative vapor pressure 
ab ove the material surface. That is, the BET-equation (14) expresses the 
total volume of adsorbate vasa function of the relative vapor pressure x, 
and the material parameters e and Vm are used to fit the measured adsorption 
isotherm. 

It can be explicit ly assumed that only a maximum number n of discrete 
adsorbed molecule layers can be formed. The significance of such an as
sumption can, perhaps, be motivated for some materials. The reason for not 
obtaining an infinite number of layers can be the shape of the pore system 
and the properties of the surfaces in the material. The effect of capillary con
densation resulting in curved surfaces between air and adsorbed gas cannot 
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solely be modeled by assuming different n values, since capillary condensa
tion stems from different 'forces' than pure adsorption. The BET-equation 
stating that only n layers can be formed is obtained by using the finite sum 

n X (xn - 1) L Xi = ~_--:-'-
i=l (x-l) 

(15) 

and 
n . i X (1 - xn) - xn+ln (1 - X) LZX = 2 

i=l (l-x) 
(16) 

The expression for the sums in (15) and (16) gives together with equation 
(11) the BET-equation, for a case where only a maximum of n layers can be 
formed, i.e. 

vmex (1- (n + 1) x n + nxn+l ) 
v = (1- x) 1 + (e - 1) x - exn+l (17) 

This equation includes three fitting parameters, e, Vm and n, which can be 
compared to the standard BET-equation (14) which only includes e and Vm. 

By examining equations (14) and (17) it is concluded that when v ~ 00, 

one must have x ~ 1. Further, it is assumed that v ~ 00 when p = Po, 
where Po is the saturation pressure of the gas at the examined temperature. 
This assumption seems to be reasonable for a fiat surface being subjected 
to a gas. However, when considering adsorption in a pore system the value 
of v can hardly exceed the value given from the total porosity. Using the 
definition of x, i.e. x = (p I g) eEL/(R(J) , it is concluded that the relation 1 = 
(Polg) eEL/(R()) holds when having v ~ 00 and P = Po' Furthermore, the term 
eEL/(R()) I g is forced to be constant, since the saturation pressure is forced to 
be given by Po = ge-EL/(R()). Indeed, this place s a restriction on which values 
g and EL can take. The physical meaning of x can be obtained by combining 
the definition x = (pi g) eEL/(Rf)) with the restriction Po = ge-EL/(R()), to yield 
x = plpo. That is, x is the relative vapor pressure. 

It is realized that the basic assumptions leading to the relation aiPSi-1 = 

bisie-E;j(R()) can be generalized by assuming that the rate of condensation 
is proportional to pr Si-l, where r is a material constant, instead of being 
proportional to PSi-l' This will mean that the definition of x will be changed. 
This new propert y will be denoted x*. The propert y x* can easily be shown 
to be related to the actual pressure p and the saturation pressure Po, as 
x*l/r = plpo, which follows directly from a derivation similar to the one 
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leading to x = p/Po, performed previously. In the following the more general 
concept leading to the relation x*l/r = p/Po will be used. It is observed that 
the definitions of x and x* are identical when the material constant r is set 
equal to unity. 

The introduction of a new constant r when describing the rate of con
densation at static equilibrium means that three fitting parameters, e, Vm 

and r, are used instead of two in the classical approach, when comparing 
BET-theory with adsorption measurements. 

It is convenient to rewrite the expression of the standard BET-equation 
in the form 

x* 1 (e - 1) * 
-,---- = -- + x 
v (1 - x*) VmC VmC 

(18) 

where the measure x* is used instead of x. In expression (18) the term 
1/ (vme) represents the intercept and (e - 1) /vme represents the slope, when 
x* /v (1 - x*) is plotted against x*, for a given pre-defined choice of r. This 
means that e and Vm can be evaluated in a direct manner when using the 
standard BET -equation (modified in the sense that r can be allowed to be 
different from unity). 

When it comes to evaluating the measurements of heat of adsorption it 
is important to find an expression for the development of different adsorbed 
discrete layers, since the calorimeter cannot distinguish between the same 
layer but rather only measures the differential heat as a function of relative 
vapor pressure. The point is that the BET-theory, in the normal case, as
sumes that the differential heat of condensation is only attributed to the first 
layer. That is, when examining this condition, the ratio between the volume 
in first layer VI and the total volume v, is of importance. 

The expression for VI is given according to the already described defini
tions of Vo and Si as 

00 

VI = Vo L Si 
i=I 

(19) 

By inserting the expression for Si given by equation (10), i.e. in this case 

(20) 

Hence, the ratio vI/v can be established by using equation (20) tagether with 
the expression for v, given by (6), the relation Si = ex*i so , and the infinite 
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sums (12) and (13), i.e. 
00 . 

2: x*t 
i=l 
00 

2: iX*i 
i=l 

x* 

cr=;*) = 1 - x* 
x* (21) 

(1_x*)2 

The volume VI can be expressed as a function of x* by combining expression 
(21) with the BET-equation (14), in which x* is used instead of x, to obtain 

Vmcx* 
VI = -,-------,-

(1 - x* + cx*) 
(22) 

The value of VI given as a function of x*, as described by equation (22), 
will be used when evaluating the measurements of differential heat during 
sorption using a newly developed sorption micro-calorimeter. 

Another BET-equation, giving the relation of volume adsorbate and the 
relative vapor pressure, will be derived, in which it is assumed that the 
two first formed adsorption layers have a condensation heat significantly dif
ferent from normal condensation. Vet another material constant must be 
introduced when considering this condition. 

The expressions shown in (4) will again be used, now incorporating the 
possibility that the rate of condensation is proportional to pr Si-l through the 
constant ai. The rate of evaporation is, again, assumed given by bisie-E;j(Re). 

The equilibrium conditions for all different formed layers can, in the same 
manner as explained earlier, be described by the expression aipr Si-l = bisie-E;j(Re). 

For convenience, this condition is written as 

a· / s. = .....:.. s . pr eEi Re 
t bi t-l 

(23) 

It will be assumed that the differential heat of condensation of molecules in 
first and second layers, denoted by El and E2 , respectively, are significantly 
different from the normal heat of liquification, denoted by EL' The following 
relation between Si and Si-l values can therefore be defined 

SI y*so 

S2 Z*Sl 

S3 X*S2 (24) 

S4 X*S3 

Si x* Si-l 
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where y*, z* and x* are given as 

(25) 

The propert y g will in this case have the meaning g = b3 / a3 = b4 / a4 = 
•• 0 = bi/ai. From equation (4) it is, further, concluded that, for example, 
the relation S4 = x* S3 = X*2 S2 can be obtained. More generally, one can 
express the relations between the actual surface areas occupied by clusters 
with different molecule layers as 

(26) 

in which the material constant b is given as 

(27) 

The propert y SI, i.e. the area of materialoccupied by clusters consisting of 
mono-Iayers, can, furthermore, be written as 

(28) 

where c according to (24), in this case, takes the form 

(29) 

It is also noted that SI and S2 are related to x* by the material constant b, 

as 
(30) 

where equations (24) and (27) are in use. 
The ratio v/vm, for a case in which the two first formed layers have a 

condensation heat different from EL, is established by using equation (26) 
and (28), which leads to the expression 

V 

00 

L iSi 
i=O 

00 

L Si 
i=O 

00 

So + SI + L Si 
i=2 

12 

00 . 

eXSo + bes o L ix*t 
i=2 

00 

So + eXSo + beso L X*i 
i=2 

(31) 



Again, v is calculated from taking the sum of all surface areas Si, occupied 
by clusters including molecule layers ranging from zero to infinit y, times the 
'thickness' of layers in terms of number of molecules, i.e. i. And the total 
surface area is, again, formed by summing all current values of the Si values, 
e.g. compare the method of establishing relation (7). 

The two sums in equation (31) can be expressed as direct functions of x* 
by noting that the series converges according to the formula 

00 . x*2 (2 - x*) L ix*~ = 2 
i=2 (1 - x*) 

(32) 

and 
00 X*2 L X*i = 2 

i=2 (1 - x*) 
(33) 

These series can be obtained by adjusting the standard series (12) and (13). 
By combining equation (31) with (32) and (33), the BET-equation, valid 

for a case where two layers contribute to a special condensation heat and 
where an infinite number of layers can be formed at high relative pressures, 
will be obtained, as 

Vmcx* (1 + (b - 1) (2x* - X*2)) 
v=~--~~~~~~~--~--~~ 

(1 - x*) (1 + (c - 1) x* + c (b - 1) X*2) 
(34) 

It is noted that the standard BET-equation (14) is recovered when setting 
b = 1 and r = 1 (note that r = 1 means that x* = x, where x is the relative 
humidity). 

The volume content VI of adsorbate located in the first layer, for this case, 
will be examined. This volume is obtained by using equation (19) together 
with (26), (28) and (33), to give 

~ * ~ *i * (1 + x* (b - 1)) 
VI = Vo ~ Si = VoCSoX + vobcso ~ x = VoCSoX (_ *) 

i=1 i=2 1 x 
(35) 

The total volume V of adsorbate is obtained from equations (26) and (28), 
Le. 

(36) 
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Using, further, equation (32), one obtain 

* ((1 - x*)2 + bx* (2 - x*)) 
v = VoCSoX 2 

(1 - x*) 

The ratio vI/v is obtained by combining equations (35) and (37), Le. 

(1 - x*) + x* (b - 1) (1 - x*) 

(1 - x*)2 + bx* (2 - x*) 

(37) 

(38) 

where it is noted that for b = 1, the above expression becomes identical to the 
same type of expression derived from the assumptions used in the standard 
BET-theory, i.e. compare with the equation for vI/v shown in the equation 
(21). 

When making special assumptions concerning the condensation heat of 
second layer molecules, the volume content of this layer also becomes impor
tant when comparisons with calorimetric experiments are to be performed. 
The volume of the second layer is obtained as 

(39) 

where equations (26), (28) and (33) are used. Forming the ratio V2/V by the 
use of expression (37), the result is 

V2 x* (1 - x*) 

-;; - (1 - x*)2 + bx* (2 - x*) 
(40) 

Hence, the expressions for VI are obtained by combining equations (34) and 
(38), to yield 

VI = vmcx* (1 + (b - 1) (2x* - X*2)) ((1 - x*) + x* (b - 1) (1 - x*)) (41) 
(1 - x*) (1 + (c - 1) x* + (b - 1) X*2 c) ((1 - x*) 2 + bx* (2 - x*) ) 

and the corresponding expressions for V2 are obtained by combining equations 
(34) and (40) to give the result 

vmcx*2 (1 + (b - 1) (2x* - X*2)) (1 - x*) 

The important knowledge about how the different layers are distributed, 
in terms of volumes, given from the BET-theory, becomes crucial since the 
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Figure 1: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at different 
temperatures. Measurements performed using a sorption balance. Gircles 
11°G, stars 19°G, diamonds 25°G and squares 37°G. 
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calorimetric measurements cannot distinguish from which layer the heat re
sponses originat . 

The method of establishing the equilibrium conditions for all the dif
ferent layers, as is the approach when deriving the BET-equation, can be 
questioned. The crux is that the global equilibrium, defined byevery point 
located at the sorption isotherm, can be maintained if the areas Si area 
ch anges in away that the total volume adsorbate remains constant. A typ
ical case can, for example, be that a molecule is condensated on a layer of 
three molecules, and at the same time a molecule evaporates from another 
cluster of three layer molecules. In this case the total adsorbed mass remains 
constant, the energy remains constant, if also assuming that the involved lay
ers, in this case, have the same condensationjevaporation heats. The areas 
Si, however, defining the surface area occupied by two, three and four layers, 
are changed. This dilemma indicates that the surfaces Si, as calculated by 
using the concept behind the BET-theory, should be interpret ed as the most 
probable distribution in global equilibrium. 

3 Experimental procedure 

Two types of experiments are used to measure the adsorption isotherms on 
porous glass. The first is the use of a sorption balance instrument which 
enables the user to measure both the absorptionj desorption isotherm and 
the kinetics before reaching equilibrium. The second method of measuring is 
the use of a sorption micro-calorimeter from which the absorption isotherm 
and the heat of adsorption can be evaluated. This method, which is based 
on measuring the difference of heat involved when evaporating water from 
a 'free' water surface and the heat involved in placing vapor molecules on 
the material surfaces, can be used to check the significance of some of the 
assumptions included in the BET-theory. The sorption isotherms for porous 
glass were evaluated at four different temperatures, whereas only one tem
perature was examined when using the calorimetric approach. 

The sorption balance measures ch anges in sample mass lower than 1 part 
in 10 million and is therefore suited for measuring sorption. In order to 
avoid effects caused by vapor being adsorbed on sample holders, a symmetric 
micro-balance system is used. The instrument is housed in a temperature
controlled incubator. The desired relative humidity at the sample holder is 
obtained by mixing dry and saturated air in desired proportions using fiow 
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Figure 2: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at different 
temperatures measured with the sorption balance. Circles 11°C, stars 19°C, 
diamonds 25°C and squares 31°C. 
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on washed sample, diamonds, using the calorimetric method. 
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Figure 4: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 11 0 C . 
Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the second layer. 
Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the first layer. 
Upper curve 'best' fit of the one-layer BET-equation. The stars represent 
measured values obtained with the sorption balance instrument. 
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Figure 5: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 19°C. 
Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the second layer. 
Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the first layer. 
Upper curve 'best' fit of the one-layer BET-equation. The stars represent 
measured values obtained with the sorption balance instrument. 

regulators. Dry nitrogen is used, and the regulated fl.ow of the gas entering 
the instrument is divided into two pipes. The proportion of the total fl.ow in 
the two pipes is controlled by the fl.ow regulators. One of the pipes enters 
a bottIe with distilled water, making the air fl.ow saturated. This saturated 
fl.ow is reunited with the dry nitrogen gas fl.ow present in the other pipe, 
making the fl.ow of air passing the sample holder have the desired relative 
humidity. The fl.ow of gas passing the sample is approximately 1 mm/s. 

Even though a certain relative humidity can be obtained by mixing dry 
and saturated air, humidity probes are situated just below the sample and 
reference holder to give independent verification of the system performance. 
The accuracy of the humidity probes is approximately ±0.5%. All measure
ments presented are based on the relative humidities given by the fl.ow reg
ulators. These values were compared with the measured relative humidities 
and the difference was found to be small. The temperature is also regis-
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Figure 6: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 25°C. 
Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the second layer. 
Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the first layer. 
Upper curve 'best' fit of the one-layer BET-equation. The stars represent 
measured values obtained with the sorption balance instrument. 

tered continually, during experiments, from thermo-couples situated below 
the sample and reference holders. 

The equilibrium absorption isotherm can be obtained by letting the sys
tem increase the relative humidity in certain steps. The criterion for pro
ceeding from a current value to another can be controlled by the computer, 
connected to the balance. Different criteria can be used for making a step in 
relative humidity, one is that a step is performed when an averaged value of 
several subsequent measured mass ch anges is close to zero, another is that a 
step is performed af ter a certain duration. 

It is possible to measure the kinetics of absorption, before reaching equi
librium, using the sorption balance. This because the mass and mass changes 
are registrated continuously during the experiment. Such considerations will, 
however, not be included in this work. 

The general performance of the instrument was controlled by running ex-
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Figure 7: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at Bre. 
Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the second layer. 
Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the first layer. 
Upper curve 'best' fit of the one-layer BET-equation. The stars represent 
measured values obtained with the sorption balance instrument. 

periments on salt solution with known saturation pressures at a given tem
perature. The calibration procedure performed is first to slowly increase 
and af ter that slowly decrease the relative humidity. When the saturation 
pressure for the tested salt is reached no mass change is registered by the 
microbalance and the corresponding relative humidity in the instrument will 
serve as measure of the performance. Tests on sodium chIoride showed that 
the relative humidity given from the flow regulators differed from the satu
rated humidity value of the salt in use by approximately ±O.5%. 

Before starting experiment the balance was calibrated for the reference 
and sample holder in use. The holders was washed with ethanol and placed 
symmetrically on the balance. The relative humidity was first set to a high 
value to avoid statics. Af ter that the relative humidity was set to zero in 
order to dry the sample holders. When no mass change could be registered 
the mass was set to zero. Af ter this calibration, the sample holder was taken 
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out of instrument. 
The porous glass examined was finely divided using a mortar and pestle. 

The powder was placed on the dry sample holder which was inserted into the 
instrument. Approximately 100 mg of sample was used. 

The tests at the different temperatures were performed in steps, as for 
example, shown in Figure 1, from zero up to 60% relative humidity. The 
criterion for proceeding with a relative humidity step was defined as a case 
when the mass ch ange was smaller than 0.0008%jminute of dry mass of 
sample. 

In order to avoid components in the air outside the instrument reacting 
with the surfaces in the finely divided material, the sample was always kept 
in the instrument during the different tests, using different temperatures. Be
tween runs the new test temperature was adjusted while the relative humidity 
was set to zero. A stable new temperature was obtained in approximately 3 
hours. 

A calorimetric method was used in two tests on porous glass. One on a 
porous glass sample was initially washed in order to remove adsorbed organic 
vapors from components in air, before being tested, and another was not 
prepared with regard to organic vapors. By analyzing the results given from 
this method the absorption isotherm and the differential heat of condensa
tion during absorption can be calculated by making certain approximations, 
e.g. see [4] and [5]. Therefore, this method can be regarded as an indirect 
approach to measure absorption, compared to the use of the sorption balance 
which is a direct method. 

The sorption microcalorimeter in use consists of two chambers connected 
with a thin tube. Heat flow sensors, registering the heat loss or heat gain, are 
situated on the chamber walls. In one of the chambers liquid water is inserted 
at the start of the experiment. Evaporation from the 'free' liquid surface 
is allowed to occur. The vapor molecules evaporated in the chamber travel 
through the thin tube and into the other chamber where the sample has been 
inserted. By assuming that the relative humidity in the evaporation chamber 
always remains saturated and that the heat registered in the same chamber 
corresponds to the 'normal' heat of vaporization, the flow entering the thin 
tube can be calculated. Assuming, further, that the diffusion characteristics 
are quasi-static in the sense that the gradient of the vapor pressure is constant 
at all spatiallocations in the tube during the experiment, that is, the flow 
entering the thin tube connecting the chambers is equal to the flow entering 
the sample chamber, at all time leveIs. By letting the sample chamber be 
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Figure 8: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 11 oG. 
Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the second layer. 
Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the first layer. 
Upper curve 'best' fit of the two-layer BET-equation. The stars represent 
measured values obtained with the sorption balance instrument. 
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Figure 9: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 19°C. 
Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the second layer. 
Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the first layer. 
Upper curve 'best' fit of the two-layer BET-equation. The stars represent 
measured values obtained from the sorption balance instrument. 

relatively small compared to the amount of vapor entering chamber and the 
size of sample, it can be reasonably assumed that all molecules entering the 
chamber also will be attached to the sample. 

One important propert y remains to be determined in order to measure the 
absorption, the development of the relative humidity in the sample chamber 
during the experiment. How to determine this propert y is decribed in the 
following. 

By assuming that the thin tube has a certain diffusion resistance, de
scribed in terms of a diffusion coefficient, and that, as stated before, the 
relative humidity always re mains constant in the evaporation chamber, i.e. 
being saturated during the test, the development of the relative humidity 
surrounding sample can be predicted. The fiow, denoted F, in the tube 
is assumed to be given by an expression similar to Fick's first law, i.e. 
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F = K (P~ap - Psorp) , where K is the diffusion coefficient for vapor in the 
tub e connecting chambers, P~ap and Psorp, is the constant saturated pressure 
in the vaporization chamber and the actual pressure in the sample chamber 
(this pressure will be changed during experiment), respectively. The value 
of K can be obtained by making a calibration of the instrument once the 
length of tube connecting the chambers is known. The only two measured 
properties in the method are the thermal power registered in the vaporiza
tion chamber, Pvap , and in the sample chamber Psorp' The fiow of vapor in 
tube is given as: F = Pvap / D..vaph, where D..vaph is the known vaporization 
heat of the liquid in use. Having assumed that the vapor pressure in the 
vaporization chamber, or more correctly, in the connection between the va
porization chamber and the thin tube, is constant and at saturation during 
experiment, the relative humidity in the sample chamber can be calculated 
as: <Psorp = Psorp/P~ap = 1 - F / (KP~ap). That is, the fact that P~ap is the 
same for both chambers, in isothermal conditions, and that the expression 
for Psorp can be established as Psorp = P~ap - F/K, from Fick's first law, is 
used. Further, by inserting the expression for the fiow, i.e. F = Pvap/ D..vaph, 

one obtains c/Jsorp = 1 - Pvap / (D..vaphKP~ap). This expression only involves 
values known in advance, i.e. "!:lvaph, K and P~ap, and the measured value 
Pvap ' Hence, the development of the relative humidity in the sample cham
ber <Psorp can be calculated whenever the measured function Pvap and the 
diffusion resistance K are known. 

From the assumption that all molecules entering the sample chamber are 
directly attached onto surfaces of the tested material, the moisture content 
u can be calculated as: u (t) = u (O) + 1/ (moD..vaph) JJ Pvap (t) dt, where u (O) 
is the moisture content at the start of the experiment and mo is the dry 
mass of the sample. Hence, the functions <Psorp (t) and u (t), constituting the 
sorption isotherm, can be predicted by using the assumptions discussed ab ove 
in which the constants K and D..vaph are used together with the measured 
function Pvap (t). 

The thermal power Psorp in the sample chamber is also measured. The 
difference between this value and the vaporization heat (measured in the va
porization chamber) can be plotted against c/Jsorp (t) or u (t), which can be 
interpreted as the global heat of sorption. The crux is, however, that no 
experimental measure can be obtained, concerning how the total in fiow of 
vapor entering sample surfaces is distributed among different adsorbed mole
cule layers. This makes a direct comparison between experimental obtained 
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Figure 10: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 25°C. 
Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the second layer. 
Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the first layer. 
Upper curve 'best' fit of the two-layer BET-equation. The stars represent 
measured values obtained from the sorption balance instrument. 
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Figure 11: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 3rC. 
Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the second layer. 
Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located in the first layer. 
Upper curve 'best' fit of the two-layer BET-equation. The stars represent 
measured values obtained from the sorption balance instrument. 
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Figure 12: Adsorption of water vapor on washed porous glass at 25°C, mea
sured with the calorimetric method. Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass 
adsorbent located in the second layer. Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass 
adsorbent located in the first layer. Upper curve 'best' fit of the one-layer 
BET-equation. The stars represent measured values. 

values of heat of sorption and values proposed from the BET-theory diffi
cult. This is because it is assumed that the heat of sorption is attributed 
to different formed layers when using the BET-theory. Therefore, the global 
heat of sorption will be simulated for a given measured isotherm. In such a 
simulation heats involved in creating different discrete layers will be tested. 
The distribution, in terms of volume contents of adsorbate in different layers 
contributing to a heat of condensation different from normal condensation, is 
calculated using the BET-equation, e.g. see the derived equations in section 
2. The heats simulated are then compared to the measured global heats, as 
registered by the sorption microcalorimeter instrument. 
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4 Test results 

At constant relative humidity the tests on initially 'unprepared' porous glass 
showed that the moisture content decreased with increased temperature, see 
Figure 1. The word 'unprepared' is used to stress that the sample in use 
was not washed before testing, in order to remove organic vapors being ad
sorb ed onto material surfaces. When plotting the moisture content against 
the mass density of vapor (which is proportional to absolute vapor pressure) 
one can see that the moisture content increases when the test temperature 
is decreased at constant concentration of the mass density of water vapor. 
That is, when an equal number of gas molecules is present in a representative 
volume above a material surface of porous glass, more adsorption will occur 
at low temperatures than at high temperatures, see Figure 2. 

The measured adsorption isotherms at 25°C for unprepared and washed 
porous glass using the sorption microcalorimeter instrument are shown in 
Figure 3, [6]. In this figure the absorption isotherm for unprepared porous 
glass measured with the sorption balance instrument is also shown. Higher 
values of the mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent at medium relative hu
midities were measured with the sorption balance. N o significant difference 
in the measured absorption isotherms was noticeable for unprepared and 
washed porous glass. The reason for obtaining lower mass adsorbate per 
mass adsorbent at medium relative humidities using the calorimetric tech
nique, compared to the sorption balance instrument, can be that the basic 
assumptions making the evaluation of the obtained isotherms possible are 
not fully satisfied in the calorimetric method. If the equilibration time dur
ing testing in the calorimeter is too slow, the measured absorption isotherm 
is expected to be lower than the result obtained from the sorption balance, 
which is the case in the present study. 

The values of c and Vm, adopting the one-layer method with r = 1, was 
obtained by making a linear regression of the measured data by the use of 
equation (18). The comparison of fitted adsorption isotherms and measured 
values, using the one-layer method, can be studied in Figures 4-7. In general 
a satisfying match was obtained, although it shown to be somewhat less 
significant at relative humidities higher than 40%. The difference between 
fitted and measured values was, further, shown to increase at high relative 
humidities when the test temperature was increased. The development of the 
volume of adsorbate located in the first layer (and second layer), as predicted 
byequation (22), is shown in Figures 4-7 with solid lines. 
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Table 1: Material constants and evaluation of specific surface area for unpre
pared porous glass, obtained from the one-layer BET-equation. 

Temp. (OC) c (-) Vm (-) S (m~ /g) 
11 17.60 0.0277 98.05 
19 22.68 0.0289 102.47 
25 25.71 0.0298 105.45 
37 36.85 0.0308 108.98 

The corresponding results using the second-layer method are illustrated in 
Figures 8-11. The same measured data as used in Figures 4-7 are investigated. 
In Figures 8-11, equations (41) and (42) are used to calculate the volume of 
adsorbate located in the first and second layers, respectively. 

The specific surface areas were calculated using the value of Vm obtained 
from fitting the BET -equation to measured data for the different tested tem
peratures. It is explicitly assumed that the specific surface S is proportionally 
related to Vm as: S = kVm, where k = 3.54 . 103 . The k value is obtained by 
assuming that each absorbed water molecule occupies an area of 10.6 A2 on 
the material surface. The material constant k is assumed to be independent 
of temperature. 

The obtained values of c and Vm corresponding to the results shown in 
Figures 4-7 are presented in Table 1, in which the calculated values of the spe
cific surface areas are also presented valid for the four different temperatures 
used in tests. As seen from Figures 4-7, development of first-layer molecules 
converges towards the Vm value. It is also observed that the growth of volume 
occupied by first-layer molecules changes very little when relative humidities 
ab out 60% are exceeded. A major difference in the obtained Vm value is 
observed among the different examined temperatures, which affects the eval
uation of the specific surface area, see Table 1. The surface area evaluated at 
11 °C and 37°C differed by approximately 10%, which seems to be too large 
a difference to be attributed to the volume changes of material and adsorbed 
gas located in the first layer. 

The results when using the assumption of having the two first layers 
formed with an adsorption heat different from normal condensation heat 
are shown in Table 2. When using the BET-equation corresponding to this 
situation, see equation (34), three fitting parameters are to be used, i.e. c, 
b and Vm. The approach of obtaining c, b and Vm was to find an acceptable 
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match to experimentally obtained data at relative humidities between 20% 
and 50%. 

Comparing the one-layer and two-layer approach, it is concluded that 
the Vm values are stabilized, at a somewhat constant value, at lower relative 
humidities when using the two-layer method, e.g. compare Figures 4--7 with 
Figures 8-11. It is also seen that the obtained Vm values from the two layer 
method are significantly lower than the ones obtained from the one layer 
approach. The way of matching the experimental data, shown in Figures 
8-11, further, resulted in less spreading of the Vm values among temperatures 
than when using the one-layer approach. 

Results from measurements giving the adsorption isotherm at 25°C for 
washed porous glass using the sorption microcalorimeter instrument are shown 
in Figure 12, in which the data have been evaluated with the one-layer 
method and in Figure 14 where the measured absorption data are analyzed 
with the two-layer method. 

The measured differential heat of sorption as a function of relative humid
ity corresponding to the simultaneously measured absorption isotherm, see 
Figure 12 and 14, is shown in Figure 13 and 15. In Figure 13 the simulated 
development of the differential heat as a function of relative humidity, using 
the one-layer method, is shown. The material constant El - L giving the 
'best' fitted curve, shown in Figure 13, is presented in Table 4. This table 
also shows the value of the material constant ratio (alb2) / (bla2) evaluated 
from experiment and· simulation. 

The corresponding simulation using the two-layer method is shown in 
Figure 15. The material constants used, El - L and E2 - L, giving the best 
fit to the measured data, and the obtained values of the material constant 
ratios (alb3) / (bla3) and (alb3) / (bla3), are presented in Table 4. 

A better match between measured differential heat as a function of rela
tive humidity was obtained when allowing for the two first adsorbed layers to 
have an adsorption heat different from normal condensation heat, i.e. com
pare Figures 13 and 15. 

There is no restriction imposed on the ratio of the material constants al, 
a2, bl and b2, given as alb2/ (bla2)' It can, however, be proposed that this 
ratio should be approximately equal to unity. The experiments performed, 
however, indicate that albd (bla2) ~ 0.02, see Table 4, for the washed porous 
glass examined at 25°C. This means, in essence, that the static equilibrium 
rates of exchanging molecules at the first layer are slower that exchanging 
molecules in the second layer, compare equations (1) and (3), when related 
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Table 2: Material constants and evaluation of specific surface area obtained 
from the two-layer BET-equation. Data obtained from measurements on 
unprepared porous glass obtained with the sorption balance are used. 

Temp. (DC) C (-) b (-) Vm (-) S (m:2 /g) 
11 11.13 4.50 0.0204 72.07 
19 14.08 4.80 0.0208 73.78 
25 16.70 5.00 0.0211 74.87 
37 26.85 6.00 0.0212 75.19 

Table 3: Suggested differential heats using the BET-theory. Data obtained 
from measurements on unprepared porous glass obtained with the sorption 
balance are used 

Temp. (DC) E~E'1' - L (J/krnol) E~E'1' - L (J/kmol) 
(One-Iayer BET) 

11 6.64.106 O 
19 7.47· 106 O 
25 7.95 . 106 O 
37 9.23.106 O 

(Two-layer BET) 
11 5.47.106 2.96.106 

19 6.25 . 106 3.24.106 

25 6.83.106 3.44.106 

37 8.39.106 4.15· 106 

to the actual surface areas So, SI and S2 together with the condensation 
heats El and E2 . The result was that the term El - EL, calculated from 
the standard method of setting alb2/ (bla2) = 1, was 2.5 times lower than 
the experimentally obtained values for a given value of c. That is, in the 
same manner as the material constants c and Vm are fitted to the measured 
adsorption isotherm, the material constant El is fitted against the global 
measured heat of condensation, which allows the material ratio albd (bla2) 
to be det ermined , see Tables 3 and 4. 

It should be carefully noted, however, that the distribution of the total 
volume of adsorbate among different layers must be calculated using the 
material constants c and Vm (when using the one-layer method), in order to 
be able to prediet heat of condensation of the first layer. That is, any errors 
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Table 4: Properties obtained from the one- and two-Iayer BET-theory. Data 
from the calorimetric measurements on washed porous glass, at 25 degree 
Celsius are used. 

c (-) 
b (-) 

Vm (-) 

S (m2 /g) 
El - L (J/kmol) 
E2 - L (J/kmol) 
(al b2 ) / (b l a2) (-) 

(a l b3 ) / (b l a3) (-) 

(a2 b3) / (b2a3) (-) 
EfET - L (J/kmol) 
EfET - L (J/kmol) 

One-Iayer BET 
20.61 
(1) 

0.0269 
95.05 

17.00.106 

O 
0.02166 

(-) 
(-) 

7.17· 106 

(-) 

Two-Iayer BET 
17.00 
4.00 

0.0202 
71.68 

17.00.106 

17.00.106 

(-) 
0.01786 
0.00420 

7.02.106 

3.43· 106 

in determining this distribution of molecules among different layers will affect 
the determination of El and the value of alb2/ (bla2). This means, further, 
that the determination of El cannot be decoupled from the BET -equation, 
it is also concluded that it is very difficult to measure the distribution of 
adsorbed molecules present in different layers in any direct manner. 

When setting al b2/ (bla2) = 1 it is realized that the heat of condensation 
El can be solely determined by the constant c. This actually means, accord
ing to the BET-theory, that the shape of the isotherm (corresponding to a 
given value of c and vm) alone determines the heat of condensation of the first 
layer. This seems somewhat unrealistic since different adsorbates can most 
probably have very similar adsorption isotherms but different heat of con
densation of first-Iayer molecules. That is, when assuming alb2/ (bla2) = 1, 
the properties of the studied adsorbent and its effects on the adsorbate are 
not directly accounted for. 

Further, it is noticed that the model predicts that the areas occupied 
by different clusters, with different number of adsorbed layers, is related 
as So/SI = 1/(cx) and Si/SHl = 1/(x), (i > O), for the method when as
signing a special condensation heat only to molecules located in the first 
layer. When the two-Iayer method is used the corresponding relations be
come So/SI = 1/(cx), S1/S2 = 1/(bx) and Si/sHl = 1/(x), (i > 1). This 
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Figure 13: Comparison of the measured differential heat of adsorption with 
predicted values from the one-layer BET-equation. The experiment was per
formed at 25°C on washed porous glass. The stars represent a few of the 
points evaluated from the calorimetric measurement. 
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Figure 14: Adsorption of water vapor on washed porous glass at 25°C, mea
sured with the calorimetric method. Lower curve, mass adsorbate per mass 
adsorbent located in the second layer. Middle curve, mass adsorbate per mass 
adsorbent located in the first layer. Upper curve 'best' fit of the two-layer 
BET-equation. The stars represent measured values. 

means that when c is a large number the difference between the distribution 
of surface area So and Sl and higher layers is large for the different relative 
humidities x. It is seen, also, that when b is equal to unity, the two-layer 
approach is identical with the one-layer approach. This means that the in
terpretation of the material constants c and b need not necessarily be related 
to the heat of condensation of the first and second layer molecules. How
ever, the way of introducing the Arrhenius factors e-E1 /(R8) and e-E2 /(R8) 

into the basic assumptions, e.g. compare with (4), makes it possible to also 
interpret the values of c and b to be related to condensation heats. The way 
the distribution of occupied surface areas and the condensation heats is con
nected follows directly from the assumptions introduced in the BET-theory. 
This connection is independent of whether the ratio of material constants 
a1b2/ (b1a2) is set equal to unity or not. 

In Figure 16 the dependence of the material constants c and b on tem-
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Figure 15: Comparison of the measured differential heat of adsorption with 
predicted values from the two-layer BET-equation. The measurement was 
performed at 25°C on washed porous glass. The stars represent a few of the 
points evaluated from the calorimetric measurement. 

perature in the range examined is shown. The solid lines in Figure 16 were 
obtained by using a second-degree polynomial. The dependence of the prop
ert y Vm on temperature is presented in Figure 17. This fitted polynomial was 
used to recalculate the isotherms at different temperatures as shown by the 
dashed lines in Figure 18. The solid lines in this figure represents expected 
isotherms at 10, 20, 30 and 40 degrees Celsius. 

The influence of the Vm value on the temperature, shown in Figure 17, 
again illustrates that the Vm values become greater when using the one
layer approach than with the two-Iayer method. The propos ed way of fitting 
the adsorption isotherm in the two-Iayer approach, further, resulted in less 
spreading among Vm values at different temperatures. 

The reason for using the second-Iayer method, i.e. setting the b value 
different from unity, is that the results obtained from the calorimetric mea
surements gave a better match when the material constant b was set to values 
around 5. 
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Figure 16: The dependence of the material parameters c and b (stars and 
circles, respectively) for unprepared porous glass on temperature, used in the 
two-layer BET-equation and c (diamonds) in the one-layer BET-equation. 
Solid line, curve jitting using a second-degree polynomial. 
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Figure 17: The dependence of the material parameter Vm (stars) for unpre
pared porous glass on the temperature, used in the two-layer BET-equation 
and Vm (diamonds) in the one-layer BET-equation. Solid line, curve jitting 
using aseeond degree polynomial. 
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Table 5: Properties obtained from the one- and two-layer BET-theory. Data 
from the calorimetric measurements on unprepared porous glass, at 25 degree 
Celsius are used. 

c (-) 
b (-) 

Vm (-) 

S (m2 /g) 
El - L (J/kmol) 
E2 - L (J/kmol) 
(a l b2 ) / (b l a2) (-) 

( al b3) / (bl a3) (-) 
(a2 b3) / (b2a3) (-) 

EfET - L (J/kmol) 
E!]ET - L (J/kmol) 

One-layer BET 
19.77 
(1) 

0.0281 
95.50 

23.00.106 

O 
0.00184 

(-) 
(-) 

7.40· 106 

(-) 

Two-layer BET 
27.00 
6.50 

0.0190 
67.26 

23.00.106 

23.00.106 

(-) 
0.00252 
0.00061 

8.17.106 

4.64.106 

Results of the absorption isotherm and heat of adsorption on unprepared 
porous glass at 25°C are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The measured data pre
sented in these figures are evaluated with the one-layer method. In Figures 
21 and 22 the same measured adsorption isotherm and heat of adsorption 
data are shown, in which results from the evaluation using the two-layer 
method are also presented. The comparison of measured heat of adsorp
tion on washed and unprepared porous glass is also shown in these figures, 
i.e. see Figure 20 or Figure 22. The obtained material constants from the 
investigation of the unprepared porous glass are shown in Table 5. 

The best fitted values of El and E2 for washed and unprepared porous 
glass differed by a factor of about 0.75, i.e. compare the results shown in 
Table 4 and Table 5. In tum this will result in the evaluated material con
stant ratios alb3/ (bla3) and a2b3/ (b2a3) differing very much between the two 
tests. The evaluated absorption isotherms given from the measured differen
tial heat of adsorption in the sorption microcalorimetric tests on the washed 
and unprepared samples were, however, in quite good agreement, see Figure 
3. 
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Figure 18: Expected adsorption isotherms for unprepared porous glass at 10, 
20, 30 and 40 degrees Celsius (solid lines, from lejt to right) in which values 
given from Figure 15 and 16 were used. Dashed lines obtained using c, b 
and Vm values given by Table 2. The circles, stars, diamonds and squares, 
represent measured values at 11, 19, 25 and 37 degrees Celsius. 
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Figure 19: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 25°C. 
Lower curve, calculated mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent in the second 
layer. Middle curve, calculated mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located 
in the first layer. Upper curve, 'best' fit of the one-layer BET-equation. 
The stars represent measured values on unprepared porous glass using the 
calorimetric method. 
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Figure 20: Comparison of the measured differential heat of adsorption with 
predicted values from the one-layer BET-equation (dashed line). The mea
surements were performed at 25°C. The diamonds represent a few of the 
points evaluated from the calorimetric measurements on washed porous glass. 
The solid line represents the measured differential heat on unprepared porous 
glass. 
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Figure 21: Adsorption of water vapor on unprepared porous glass at 25°C. 
Lower curve, calculated mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent in the second 
layer. Middle curve, calculated mass adsorbate per mass adsorbent located 
in the first layer. Upper curve, ibest' fit of the two-layer BET-equation. 
The stars represent measured values on unprepared porous glass using the 
calorimetric method. 
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Figure 22: Comparison of the measured differential heat of adsorption with 
predicted values from the two-layer BET-equation (dashed line). The mea
surements were performed at 25°C. The diamonds represent a few of the 
points evaluated from the calorimetric measurements on washed porous glass. 
The solid line represents the measured differential heat on unprepared porous 
glass. 
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5 Conclusions 

For unprepared porous glass an increased water content was obtained, at 
constant relative vapor pressure, when increasing the test temperature. As 
compared with other material, such as wood, the water content decreases 
when the test temperature is increased (at constant relative vapor pressure ). 
When plotting the measured mass of adsorbate per mass adsorbent against 
the mass density vapor, which is proportional to the vapor pressure at a given 
temperature, the water content was seen to increase when the temperature 
was decreased in the different tests. That is, for a given constant concen
tration of molecules (or absolute vapor pressure ) in the gas phase above a 
surface in the material tested, more water was adsorbed at equilibrium when 
low temperatures were examined as compared with a higher temperature. 

The theoretically obtained energies of condensation of the first and sec
ond layers was observed to increase with increased temperature. These values 
were obtained by fitting the measured sorption isotherms, at the different test 
temperatures, against two different BET-equations. An assumption concern
ing the relation the different material constants al, a2, bl and b2 and a2, a3, 
b2 and b3 must also be assumed in obtaining these condensation heats. The 
often suggested relations alb3/ (bla3) = 1 and a2bs/ (b2a3) = 1 could not, 
however, be confirmed by the calorimetric measurements. 

A quite satisfying agreement between measured differential heat of sorp
tion, as a function of relative humidity, and simulated values, was obtained, 
i.e. see Figure 15. In this simulation the BET-theory was used to calculate 
the distribution of molecules in different layers as a function of relative humid
ity. It was noted, however, that the assumption leading to the determination 
of the heat involved in placing molecules in the first and second layer, used 
in the BET-theory, in which the material constant ratios alb3/ (bla3) = 1 
and a2b3/ (b2a3) = 1 was used, differed by a factor of about 2.5 from the ones 
used to get the best fit to the measured calorimetric data. 

The specific surface area obtained when using either the one-Iayer BET
equation or the two-Iayer BET-equation, together with assumptions con
cerning the surface area occupied by one adsorbed molecule on the material 
surface, was observed to vary with temperature. This effect was smaller 
when the two-Iayer method was used as the basis for the evaluations. It is 
concluded that the difference between the obtained surface areas for the dif
ferent examined temperatures, using the one-Iayer approach, was too large 
to be attribut ed to volume changes of adsorbent and molecules at material 
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surfaces due to temperature changes. This result, together with results from 
the calorimetric measurements, indicates that the distribution of volumes, 
including different numbers of molecule layers, is not correctly predicted by 
the BET-theory. One possible improvement to the model can be to relax 
the requirement of equilibrium for each formed layer by instead controlling 
that the total volume is constant, i.e. assuming that a change of distribution 
among layers will be allowed as long the total volume is constant. 

With a material with reversed behavior in terms of the influence of test 
temperature on the isotherms as presente d in Figure 1, the BET -theoryand 
the assumption concerning the ratio of material constants will predict that 
a decreased condensation heat will be obtained when the temperature is 
increased. This shows that the properties of the material, in terms of con
densation heats of different layers, themselves play a very important role in 
sorption. The only material parameters directly accounting for such effects 
are the ratios a1b3/ (b1a3) and a2b3/ (b2a3), which are most often ignored by 
assuming them to be equal to unity for all different types of material. 
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